Skin Lipoma in an Arabian Leopard (Panthera pardus nimr)
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ABSTRACT

Background: The Arabian leopard (Panthera pardus nimr) is the largest living felid in the arid Arabian Peninsula and classified on the IUCN red list as critically endangered. Unlike felids, neoplasia prevalence in canids such as benign lipoma and malignant liposarcoma has been long and well documented. Only until recently a plethora of reports emerged demonstrating that neoplasia occurrence in wild exotic felids is prevailed more than expected. Soft tissue tumors arise from fatty cells form either a benign lipoma or a dangerously malignant liposarcoma. Alarming though, such cellular transformation might endanger the life of an already endangered animal.

Case: An intact Arabian male leopard living in captivity at the Oman wildlife animal breeding center (N23.70 E58.09 A5.80 m) aged approximately 18 years and weight 31 kg was admitted to the veterinary clinic for semen collection and routine physical examination. The animal was identified with two large adjacent subcutaneous masses on the upper rear left limb, clinically resembling that of a lipomatosis. Only one large tissue mass was surgically excised from the base with no incident of bleeding. Gross examination revealed a soft, smooth, rubbery, homogeneous, lack of internal fluid and whitish color lobule. Morphometry measurement of the mass shows that the weight, diameter, circumference, thickness and surface area were 3.6 gm, 2.6 cm, 10.2 cm, 3 cm and 17.8 cm³ respectively. On visual examination, neither mucin fluid nor mucosal ulcerations were detected. Microscopically, dark discrete spots were observed on the anterior central and periphery of the mass surface outgrowth. Moreover, histopathological diagnoses with haematoxylin and eosin (HE), masson fontana (MF) and elastic vverhof van giesson (EVG) revealed normal nuclear and non-granular cytoplasm resembling that of a fatty cell originating from a fat adipose tissue. Adipocytes had reasonable amounts of cytoplasm and well defined borders. The nuclei were round to oval shape and no cells were found to be multinucleated. No evidence of high nuclear cytoplasmic ratio was observed. Few lymphocytes and plasma cells were present with no visible lymphatic vessels. Taken together, the lesion was diagnosed as a lobulated soft mass resembling that of an adipose tissue, specifically a benign neoplastic lipoma.

Discussion: To date not a single report describes maladies in big cats from arid regions. This is the first study to demonstrate the occurrence of neoplasia in a wild felid namely; the Arabian leopard. Additionally, while recent reports have shown neoplasia occurrence in the Panthera subspecies in tropical, polar and temperate zones, this is the first report to manifest the disease in an arid region. The increase in neoplasm frequency in exotic felids is a concerning fact as numerous members of the Panthera family including the Arabian leopard are classified by the IUCN as endangered or critically endangered species. With less than 200 animals in the wild, only 14 founder individuals in captivity and an aged female population the occurrence of lipoma tumors in the Arabian leopard is a worrisome sign. Taken together, the data suggests the rise of uncommon diseases in carnivores and ubiquitously around different climate zones of the world. Thus highlights the importance of routine physical examinations, investing substantially in diagnostic equipment and healthcare equipment in captive exotic felids.
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INTRODUCTION

The Arabian leopard (*Panthera pardus nimr*) [21] is the largest living felid in the Arabian Peninsula and the smallest leopard subspecies [20]. The Arabian leopard is native to the arid mountainous region of the Arabian Peninsula [5, 18] and classified on the IUCN red list as critically endangered with an estimated population of less than 200 animals in the wild [23] and only 82 reared in captivity [6]. Besides being one of the rarest big cats, it is the least studied in the *Panthera* genus [10]. To date not a single case report describes maladies in the captive Arabian leopard including neoplasms. In canids, the prevalence of tumors such as benign lipoma [40, 13] and malignant myxoid liposarcoma [31, 12] has been long and well documented. Similarly, with less frequency however, much of the neoplasm cases in felids have been reported in the domestic cat, this include basal cell tumor, mast cell tumor, squamous cell carcinoma, fibrosarcoma [33], angiofibrolipoma [28] and urinary bladder lipoma [26].

Only until recently, a plethora of neoplasm cases are being reported in captive big cats such as benign gastric tumors in the snow leopard [11], mast cell tumors in the Sumatran tiger [15], meningioma in the Bengal tiger [1], and in the case of African lion; dermal melanoma [39], squamous carcinoma [35], ocular melanoma and mammary carcinoma [9], mesothelioma [4], malignant lymphoma [17], lung cholangioceleular carcinoma [19] and oligodendroglioma [42].

This report describes for the first time the occurrence of a benign lipoma neoplasm in a *Panthera* subspecies reared in captivity in an arid region, namely the critically endangered Arabian leopard.

CASE

An intact Arabian male leopard living in captivity at the Oman wildlife animal breeding center (N23.70 E58.09 A5.80 m) aged approximately 18 years and weight 31 kg was admitted to the veterinary clinic for semen collection and routine physical examination. The maximum and minimum day temperatures at the time of investigation were 26°C and 19°C respectively. The male leopard was reared in captivity from a very early age and housed individually in a large indoor/outdoor enclosure and occasionally paired with a female for mating. The leopard was in good physical condition and no symptoms of limping were observed. The daily diet consisted of frozen/thawed chicken and extra lean goat or sheep meat.

On physical examination two large well circumscribed subcutaneous annular structures adjacent to each other were found on the upper rear left limb, clinically resembling that of a lipomatosis. Surgical excision of only one of the large masses from the base was performed with no incident of bleeding. Surgical intervention lasted 2 h only and the male was returned to the enclosure in a semi-conscious condition.

Histopathological examination was conducted at the department of pathology, Sultan Qaboos University Hospital (SQUH) by tissue fixation with 10% neutral buffered formalin then dehydrated in a series of increasing alcohol concentrations (70%, 95% and 100%), placed into a clearing agent Xylene then transferred to paraffin wax. All the steps were carried out with the use of an automated tissue processing unit. Samples were then embedded in paraffin wax and sectioned at 3-4 µm with a rotary microtome. Three stains namely; Haematoxylin and Eosin (HE), Masson Fontana (MF) and Elastic Verrhof Van Giesson (EVG) were used on different sections with the use of an automated slide stainer for HE and manually in the case of MF and EVG. Slides were then visualized with a light microscope and images were captured with a digital camera and processed with DP Manager Software. Gross examination revealed a soft, smooth, rubbery, homogeneous, lack of internal fluid and whitish color lobule (Figure 1).
Morphometry measurement of the mass shows that the weight, diameter, circumference, thickness and surface area were 3.6 gm, 2.6 cm, 10.2 cm, 3 cm and 17.8 cm³ respectively (Figure 1). Visually, neither mucin fluid nor mucosal ulcerations were detected in the outgrowth. Dark discrete spots were observed on the anterior central and periphery of the mass surface (Figure 1 inset). Therefore was suspected to be a malignant neoplastic mass. Histopathological examination revealed normal rounded nuclei with a non-granular cytoplasm resembling that of a fatty cell originating from a fat adipose tissue. Few lymphocytes and plasma cells were present with no visible lymphatic vessels. Adipocytes had reasonable amounts of cytoplasm and well defined borders. The nuclei were round to oval shape and no cells were found to be multinucleated (Figure 2).

No evidence of high nuclear cytoplasmic ratio were observed with HE staining. However, a slight increase in the size and number of infiltrative fatty tissue (adipocyte cells) was observed in the hypodermis (Figure 2). Signs of a malignant lipoma such as primitive lipoblasts and frank malignant features were absent. The elastoid degeneration found in some connective tissue regions was of an insignificant degree.

Tissue pattern examination with EVG dye demonstrate the presence of mild to dense areas of collagenous stroma and multiple layers of elastic fibers (Figure 3). MF stain, which is commonly used for the identification of melanin in routine histopathology, has shown normal melanin deposition and distribution (Figure 4). Moreover, no inflammation signs were present in the mass evidently by the fact that inflammatory component composed of neutrophils and macrophages were absent in all sections.

Five months after surgery no evidence of recurrence were observed. Taken together, gross and histopathological data suggest that the lesion was diagnosed as a benign fatty lipoma tumor rather than a malignant liposarcoma outgrowth. Electron microscopy examination was not undertaken as the data from three types of histological staining failed to show any sign of malignancy.
DISCUSSION

The current reported case had identical morphological and clinical characteristics of an enlarged neoplasm outgrowth. While lipoma/liposarcoma incidence has been reported in canine species [22,37] the occurrence in wild felids is rare and neither reported nor fully understood. Recently however, a spike in neoplasia cases from various climate zones in the Panthera subspecies has been witnessed, including this report and others [1,4,9,12,16]. Similarly, lipomatosis, a neoplasm state where multiple lipomas are present on the body is not usually reported in exotic felids. In fact, while we report the occurrence in the Arabian leopard, only two other retrospective studies have shown the prevalence of lipomatosis in the spotted leopard [8] and in the form of myelolipomas in the cheetah and Siberian tiger [29].

The increase in neoplasm frequency in felids is a concerning fact as numerous members of this family are classified by the IUCN as endangered or critically endangered species. With less than 200 animals in the wild, only 14 founder individuals in captivity [27] and an aged female population [7] the occurrence of lipoma tumors in the Arabian leopard is a worrisome sign. While the long term pathological impact of fatty tumor depositions remains unclear in leopards, recurrence rate in other species following excision remains very high especially in infiltrative lipomas that tend to clinically reappear after several years. Although the causes for soft tissue tumor formation in wild felid species remain obscure, the majority of the studies points to the fact that prevalence arise at late adulthood and in captive populations. In fact, it has been shown that neoplasia in bears is encountered solely in captive and aged animals [34]. While most of the reports in the Panthera subspecies are based on captive populations it has yet to be proven that neoplasm occurs in wild individuals as well.

Malignant transformation of lipomas into liposarcomas is a rare incidence with only a few cases of transformation have been described in bone and kidney lipomas. Diagnostically, distinguishing between a fatty mass tumor, such as a benign lipoma, and malignant liposarcoma is a challenging task [2,38]. The diagnosis requires the use of one or more costly and labour-intensive technical methods such as ultrasonography [38,43], computed tomography (CT Scan) [36], magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) [14,24], electron microscopy (EM) [32], biopsy and immunohistochemistry [36].

While much of the clinical diagnostic methodology is readily provided to humans, applying the same techniques to wild carnivores is extremely difficult as it requires multiple rounds of anaesthetics that endanger the life of an already endangered animal.

Equally dangerous, melanoma and lipoma malignancies have been successfully treated in the canine species with the use of human tyrosinase vaccine that coincided with extended survival [3,25]. However, the use of human tyrosinase vaccine or other analogs has yet to prove efficacy and longevity in wild felid species [39].

In summary, according to gross and histopathological examination, this is the first report to reveal neoplasia occurrence in an arid zone of a subcutaneous benign skin lipoma in the critically endangered captive Arabian leopard. This report is in agreement with earlier studies that demonstrate the rise of emerging diseases in wildlife animals [16,41] and more specifically in carnivores [30]. This in turn highlights the importance of routine physical examinations, investing substantially in diagnostic equipment and healthcare endowment in captive exotic felids.
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